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NOTES ON ZASTERN OIL SHALE DRILLING

By Andrew Brown

GEIZRAL DRILLING PLAN

Purpose

The primary objective of the eastern oil shale drilling was to obtain

cores of the Chattanooga shale, from considerable depths and at long dis-

tances from its outcrops. Correlation of the cores with outcrop samples

showed the effect of weathering on the shale, as well as changes in the

stratigraphy. Of secondary interest was acquisition of information on the

stratigraphy of the overlying rocks.

Area drilled

All holes except one were in an area about 12 miles square, south and

east of Smithville, DeKaib County, Tenn. (see map). The other hole, at

Dodson in White County, was about 15 miles east of the DeKalb County block.

All holes were on public land: LC-102 and the LC-108 series on the

Center Hill Reservoir property; LC-113 and LC-113A on TVA land; and the

other holes along state and county highways.

Previous drilling

The Tennessee Valley Authority has cored the Athens shale, of east-

Tennessee, but its attempts to core the Chattanooga shale at New Johnson-

ville, Tenn., were unsuccessful. The U. S. Bureau of Mines cored the

Chattanooga near Gadsden, Alabama, with fair success.

All of the U. S. Geological Survey' s overburden drilling (except at

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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hole LC-113A) was in the Fort Payne chert. The Fort Payne was core drilled

by the TVA at the Great Falls Dam area, in White and DeKalb Counties. Here

(1) the soil and broken-rock cover were thin, (2) circulation problems were

continuous because of cavities in the rock, and (3) the drilling costs were

reported as from $10,00 to $12.00 per foot for ME coring. Information from

other sources indicated that despite the trouble at New Johnsonville the

Chattanooga shale itself should not be particularly difficult to core, but

that the overburden would be slow and difficult to drill. On this basis,

specifications for the Survey's drilling were drawn.

As the Great Falls holes were in a stream valley and most of the

Survey s holes were on the Highland Rim plateau, conditions were different

from those anticipated in the following respects: (1) The soil and broken-

rock cover, thin in the valley, is from 60 to 80 feet thick on the plateau.

Road cuts near Sligo, DeKalb County, made after the drilling began, show

this condition plainly. (2) Whereas most of the Great Falls

drilling was in the upper Fort Payne, nearly all the solid rock cut by the

Survey was in the'basal 60 to 70 feet, which is hard and cherty, but not

cavernous.

Contract provisions

The drilling was done by Walters Drilling Company of Dallas, Texas,

under contract I-Gs-8985, dated December 17, 1947. Actual work began on

January 15, 19148. Bid prices were:

Drilling the first 50 feet of overburden, per foot....... $0.75
Drilling overburden below 50 feet, per foot.............. 1.55
Taking nominal 2-inch cores, 90% recovery guaranteed,

per foot....... 3.75

The method of drilling overburden was left to the contractor, who used

OFFICIAL USSE O LY
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rock bits. The prices quoted for cementing were most unusual:

Cementing hole, per hour.............................. $30.00
Waiting for cement to set, per hour................... 10.00
Drilling out cement, per hour ................. 15.00

Unsuccessful bids ranged from $4.45 to $8.00 per foot for all types

of drilling, with cementing charges of $3.50 to $9.00 per hour.

The 2-inch cores from the first holes were not entirely satisfactory,

and by arrangement with the contractor 3-inch cores were taken from several

shallow holes (the 108 series). Results showed that the larger core was

desirable and that .,deeper casing than had been contemplated

should be used. The contract was accordingly revised on May 21, 1948,

to provide for 3-inch cores and the larger holes necessary to obtain them.

The revised prices were:

Drilling first 50 feet of overburden, per foot........ $1.15
Drilling overburden below 50 feet.............. ....... 1.90
Taking nominal 3-inch cores with hard-faced bits, 90%

recovery guaranteed, per foot............... 9.75
Setting casing, per foot.............................. 0.35

Holes LC-105A, LC-113, and LC-113A were drilled under the revised

contract; all others under the original terms.

Equipment

The drill was a National Seismograph, a rotary, machine

designed primarily for shallow work in soft material but reasonably well

adapted for hard-rock work. It operates on lower drilling speed and higher

water pressure than the standard diamond drill, and being truck-mounted,

is self-contained except for its water truck. Its pump is able to handle

heavy drilling mud and cement satisfactorily.

The top parts of the first holes were cog with 6-inch bits, the re-

mainder to the coring zone with 4 1/8-inch. After the contract revision

OFFICIAL USE ONIY
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7 1/2-inch holes were dag to casing depth and 4 7/8-inch holes below the

casing.

All of the 4 1/8-inch rock bits were rebuilt and few of them gave

satisfactory results. Considerably better rebuilt bits were used on hole

LC-105A, and hole LC-113A was drilled with new Hughes W7R and Varel bits.

The teeth of all bits were retipped when they became worn, and the bits

were rerun until the bearings gave way. Thus, the 40 bits listed as used on

hole LO-113A were actually 15 new bits, retipped and rerun one or more

times.

Holes LO-101, LC-102, and LC-103 were cored with a 5-foot double-

tube barrel cutting a standard NX (2 1/8-inch) core. This barrel had a

small clearance between the inner and outer tubes, and as drilling maid

had been used in the upper parts of the holes, the water channel was not

large enough and a number of blocks resulted. Holes LC-104 and LC-108B were

cored with an 8-foot barrel of the same outside dimensions as the 5-foot,

but with a larger water channel between the tubes and therefore cutting an

undersize N (1 7/8-inch) core. Though this barrel eliminated most of the

blocking, the small core obtained was inferior to the standard NX.

The bits were steel shells with six built-up brass teeth, each tooth

containing an insert of Carbaloy, a tungsten carbide compound. Though

easily damaged by foreign material in the hole, they cut the shale well

and gave on the whole satisfactory service except that they appeared to

increase the normal tendency of the shale to chip. Diamond bits were not

used because it was impossible to keep the upper parts of the hole clean,

and the foreign material which fell to the bottoms of the holes would have

caused some diamond loss with, probably, only a small improvement in re-

sults.

OFFICIAL USE 0NLY
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The 3-inch cores were taken with a barrel used originally in bauxite

coring, cut down to 5 feet and fitted with a cutter head carrying eight

built-up teeth about 1/2-inch high and 1 inch wide, faced with 20-30

borium, which gave better results than the more commonly used stellite.

The teeth were checked and if necessary retipped after each run. Though

it cut the shale slowly, this bit gave excellent results.

Drilling progress

The drill was operated two shifts per day, five days per week, except

from January 15 to February 5, 1948, and from March 22 to April 22, when,

by permission of the Government, one shift only was operated. The reasons

were extremely cold weather in the first instance, and shortage of drillers

and bits in the second.

The first two drillers were experienced in soft drilling but had much

difficulty in hard-rock work, especially coring. One was reduced to helper

on March 22. Another driller arrived on April 22 and handled the job well

until its completion. However, until the middle of June much time was

lost through shortages of equipment. Of the 321 workable shifts during

the entire drilling program, only 201, or 62.6 percent of the total, were

used in drilling and related work. The other 120 shifts, comprising 37.4

percent of the whole, were lost for various reasons. Distribution of the

time is given below, fractional shifts being disregarded.

OFFICIAL USe ORLY
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Time distribution, Eastern oil shale drilling

Time worked (8-hour shifts) Time lost (8-hour shifts)

Drilling overburden............... 112 Bad weather............... 21
Coring........ .................... 19 Breakdowns................ 9
Cementing......................... 9 Fishing operations....... 12
Waiting for cement to set......... 48 Shortage of equipment..... 64
Drilling out cement............... 9 Absence of driller........ 11
Casing............................ 1 Looking for cement........ 3

TOTAL SHIFTS 201 120

The time lost from weather conditions and in looking for cement was un-

avoidable. Breakdown and fishing time is high, though some delays from

these causes must always be expected. The 75 shifts lost because of shor-

tages of men and equipment are abnormal, but under the terms of the con-

tract it was impossible to penalize the contractor for these delays except

by taking over the drilling, which was not practicable.

The 75 shifts listed above do not give the complete lost-time picture;

for example, because of lack of bits drilling on holes LC-105 and LC-105A

was sporadic, and after each delay much time was lost in cleaning the holes.

Taking this and other similar facts into consideration, the true time lost

because of equipment and manpower shortages was at least 30 percent if not

more of the total. In reviewing the entire program, it is reasonable to

assume that if the job had been started with the same crews who finished it,

and if sufficient equipment had been available at all times, the drilling

would have been completed in about half the time it actually consumed.

OVERBURBI ]MILLING

The rock bits used in overburden drilling were run as nearly as possible

under optimum conditions which, for 4- to 5-inch holes, are a speed of

approximately 60 rpm. with about 10,000 pounds weight on the bits. The

OFICIAL USE ONLY
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upper parts of earlier holes were kept open reasonably well below the 11-

foot mud casing by the use of thick drilling mud mixed with a little lime.

Deeper casing on later holes eliminated most of the need for mud. Both

above and in the solid-rock zones, more or less cementing was necessary in

practically all holes.

Drilling speed

A total of 112 shifts was used in drilling overburden. This includes

such incidental operations as changing bits, cleaning hole, waiting on

water, and related items. It does not include cementing time.

Footages drilled per 8-hour shift at various periods were:

January and February........ 16.9
March....................... 19.2
April............. ........ 16.4
ay........ ............. " 9,4
June and through July 8..... 4.4
July 9 to September 6....... 7.7

Low footage in May and June reflects shortage of equipment. That after

July 9 is due to the hard drilling in holes LC-113 and LC-113A.

In all holes except LC-113A., the upper 58 to 76 feet, comprising

the soil and broken-rock zone, was drilled in one or at the most two

shifts. The unweathered rock below this zone was hard cherty limestone con-

taining a few beds of softer limestone or shale. As footages obtained in

the solid rock have more meaning than the overall figures, they are given

below for all deep holes, omitting LC-100, LC-104, LC-108, LC-108A, LC-108AA,

LC-108B, and LC-113, in which all rock was weathered.

OFFICIAL USE OLY
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Rate of drilling in solid rock

Hole Solid rock
flop interval Footae Shifts Footage drilled per shift

Av. High Low
LO-101 71.0 - 118.0 47.0 4 11.8 17.0 2.0
LC-102 58.0 - 138.0 80.0 12 6.7 13.0 2.0
LC-103 76.0 - 138.5 62.5 8 7.8 19.0 3.0
LC-105 62.0 - 135.5 73.5 8 9.2 11.0 5.5
LC-105A 62.0 - 136.3 74.3 18 4.1 13.0 1.0
LC-113A 32.0 - 385.0* 327Z 22 31.0 1.0

Totals 665.0 89 7.5

* 25.3 feet of this interval cored.

In holes LC-102, LC-105, and LC-105A the cherty Fort Payne directly

overlies the "Maury" shale in which coring began. At LC-103 the Fort Payne

is separated from the "Maury" by 18 feet of softer green limestone, and

this is probably true at LC-101, which was drilled blind and from which,

therefore, no cuttings were obtainable. At LC-113A, 99 feet of shale and

limestone are between the typical Fort Payne and the "Maury", the hard

basal unit of the western holes being cut here at 194 to 261 feet.

As solid rocks other than the cherty limestone were cut only in hole

LC-113A drilling speed in the formations encountered in that hole are given

below. Bad circulation in the Warsaw and upper Fort Payne, with consequent

waiting on water, slowed the drilling in those formations considerably. In

the cherty Fort Payne two or three bits were used per shift, and the time

spent in changing-from 1 to 1 1/2 hours-hindered progress in that zone.

The figures emphasize the extreme hardness of the cherty Fort Payne. Were

it not for that one bed, the rocks overlying the Chattanooga would present

only average drilling difficulties.

The table below omits rock-bitting done below the coring zone, and

ignores fractions of a foot.

OFFICIAL USE 0NLY
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Interval

Rate of drilling in different kinds

Description of rocs Footage

32- 96 Limestone and calcareous 64
shale (Warsaw)

96-194 Limestone and calcareous 95*
shale, gradualy harder
below 145 (Fort Payne)

194-261 Siliceous limestone (basal 67
Fort Payne of western
holes)

261-343 Limestone, green and red 82
shale to 324; argil-
laceous limestone below

343-361 Green limestone (similar 18
to that in LC-103)

Totals 326

* 3.5 feet of this interval cored.

of rock, hole 113A

Shifts Footage per shift

Av.. High Low

9.5 6.7 17.0 4.5

8.0 11.9 17.0 6.0

16.0 4.2 7.0 1.0

4.0 20.5 31.0 16.5

1.0

38.5

18.0

8.5

18.0 18.0

Bit footage

The contractor kept accurate bit records only on holes LC-113 and

LC-113A. Figures on bits used in other holes are taken from the Survey

engineerss notes, which are substantially correct although some retippings

were almost certainly missed. Footages per bit run are therefore probably

a little high on the earlier holes. The usefulness of the data is further

lessened by the fact that all 4 1/8-inch bits and the 4 7/8-inch bits used

on hole LC-105A were second-band and varied greatly in quality.

In the table below, the "Total bits" and "Footage" columns are divided

into two parts, called 5Bits" and "Buns. The former gives the actual num-

ber of bits used; the latter, the runs made with these bits before and

after retipping. Thus, in line 1 six new bits were used, each retipped

an average of two times, making a total of 18 "Runsp. The footage per

bit run is thus 23.3, that for the entire life of the bit, 69.8.

OFFICIAL USE OLY
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Bit footage in broken and solid rock

Rock condition Hole size Total Total bits Footage per bit
and hole nos. feet

Bits Runs Bits Runs
Broken rock

100 - 105 6", 4 1/8" 418.9 6 18 69.8 23.3
105A-113A 7 1/2" 182.. 2 6 4, X1.,66

Totals 608.4 8 24 76.0 25.3

Solid rock

100 - 105 4 1/8" 263.0 16 68 16.4 3.9
105A 4 7/8" 74.3 5 15 14.9 5.0
113A 4 7/8" 1.2. 11 40 2,2

Totals 665.0 36 123 18.5 5.4

Grand totals 1273.4 44 147 28.9 8.7

Footage obtained from new bits in hole LC-113A

Interval Feet Bit runs Hole size Footage per bit run

0- 32 32 2 7 1/2w 16.00
32- 96 64 3 4 7/8" 21.67
96-194 95* 6 4 7/8" 15.83

194-261 67 20 4 7/8" 3.35
261-361 100 -. 4 7/8" ,11.11

Totals 358 40 8.95

* Part of this interval cored

For comparison, rock-bit footage figures on a deep test well drilled

by the California Company in Giles County, Tennessee, are of interest. The

hole was drilled with 9 7/8-inch and 8 1/4-inch bits (reaming bits and

coring bits are disregarded in this compilation). The average bit footage

was 29 feet, no retipped bits being used. The range was from 5 feet in

granite to 85 feet in certain limestones and shales. Rocks cut were Ordo-

vician and older, but from all accounts the drilling characteristics were

roughly comparable to those cut in the lower part of hole LC-113A. The

OFFICIAL USZ ONLY
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deep test well being a larger hole, better bit footage was to be a-

pected.

(ELATING

Holes are cemented (1) to restore lost circulation by sealing the

cavities through which water escapes, and (2) to keep the walls of the

hole smooth and to prevent rock from the sides from falling to the bottom.

The first holes, LO-100 and LC-101, which were 20 feet apart, struck

an underground stream at 75 feet just above the solid rock. Hole LO-100

was abandoned after unsuccessful attempts to close off the cavity. At

hole LO-101 pressure was sufficient to push water out of the top of the

hole without, however, sufficient circulation to bring up cuttings. This

hole was lost by the contractor after some core had been obtained.

Except for these two holes, and LO-113 and LC-113A, cavity troubles

were not serious although holes LC-104, LC-105, and LC-105A tended to cave

in the weathered zone. Hole LC-113A was cavernous to about 120 feet,

water being apparently lost along bedding planes in shales and limestones.

To give additional trouble, two bad gas blows, and several smaller ones,

occurred in this hole.

In many cases, poor circulation was cured by mixing drilling mud

with the water. When this failed, the usual procedure in the oil-shale

drilling was to pull the rods and drop shredded redwood bark into the

hole. The bark, which cannot be circulated because it clogs the rods,

swells under water and forms a mat that will seal sizable cavities, es-

pecially when used in conjunction with drilling mud which is circulated

when the rods are back in the hole.

If the mud and bark did not restore circulation, the hole was cemented.

Q'FICIAL USE 0LY
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The usual mixture was 3 sacks of cement to 50 gallons of water, pumped

through the rods until the hole was filed to the desired depth.

The proper setting time for cement was difficult to determine. In

oil-field work, where large holes are the rule, the time allowed is nor-

mally 72 hours. Small holes would theoretically require less time, but

no dependable rule was found. Much depended on the size of the cavity

as indicated by the speed with which return water dropped when circulation

was lost. At LC-100 cement did not set up bard after 72 hours, and at

LC-113 a waiting time of 48 hours proved entirely too short and the hole

had to be re-cemented. At the other extreme, some fairly large cavities

were sealed by overnight setting. The heaviest cementing job was on hole

LC-113, where 80 sacks, or about 1,350 gallons, were put into a hole only

25 feet deep.

The following table shows the cementing record on hole LC-113A which

was by far the hardest of the program to get down:

Date Depth
(1948)

July 14 21.0
17 25.0
21 32.0
23 33.5
26 58.0

27 61.5
31 85.0

Aug. 4 120.5
8 179.0*

14 202.0.
17 209.0*
27 256.0

Sept. 1 316.5

Totals

*Gas flows at

Cement
(sacks)

21
50
33
24

3

14
12
38
42
20
26
12

304

these dep

Cementing in hole LO-113A

Waiting time, (hours)

Actual arguable

72 45
36 18
40 22
66 8
0 0

62 38
62 19
48 32
76 52

8 0
76 46
58 0
8 0

612 280

)ths.

Remarks

Set over weekend
Sealed by redwood
bark

Set over weekend

Set overnight

Set over weekend
Set overnight

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Cement put in the hole at 179 feet and allowed to set 76 hours drilled

out easily, possibly because of porosity caused by gas. At 209 feet, how-

ever, after the same setting time, the cement was so hard that it took 12

hours to drill out the 100 feet in the hole. Part of the difference may

have been due to variations in the cement, though all was of the same slow-

setting type.

Only 32 feet of casing, instead of the 80 to 90 feet contemplated, could

be set in hole LC-113A because of continued caving in the top 25 feet.

Gas in hole LC-113A

The loss of circulation at 120.5 feet was possibly due to gas, as

green water with many bubbles was noticed before the hole went blind.

However, no distinct blow occurred at this depth.

The blow when the hole was at 179 feet started about daybreak on

August 6 before the drillers arrived, and continued for 6 hours. The bit,

with a 10-foot reamer above it, was 30 feet off the bottom at the time,

Much large material that could not have passed the reamer was blown out

of the hole, indicating that the gas came in above 140 feet. When the blow

ceased a full tank of water (600 gallons) was run through the hole in an

unsuccessful effort to restore circulation before cementing. When the

cement was drilled out considerable gas was noted at about the 120-foot

level, indicating that it came in at that depth.

The blow at 209 feet began about 8:30 p.m. on August 17 while rods

were being pulled, and lasted for 12 hours. The gas probably came from

the bottom of the hole, as no large material was blown out. A later

minor blow occurred when the hole was at 261 feet, discoloration on the

rods showing plainly that the gas came in at about 209 feet. Thus, although
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the hole was gassy all the way down, the main pockets appear to have been

at about 120 and 209 feet.

CORING

Determination of coring zone

Because of structural irregularities it was not feasible to set pre-

determined depths at which the Chattanooga would be encountered and coring

should begin. Fortunately, however, the formation is overlain by a soft

green shale about 1 1/2 feet thick, which is generally correlated with the

Maury shale of west Tennessee. The driller could easily tell when his

bit went out of the hard Fort Payne into the soft Maury; he then stopped

the drill and circulated until green return water and the distinctive Maury

cuttings signalled the coring zone.

At one hole, LC-113A, the bit cut through the Maury and into the

Chattanooga. Here two false alarms had been given by soft green beds in

the lower Fort Payne, and the green water seen when the Maury was actually

penetrated was attributed to gas, especially as it contained many bubbles.

When the drilling continued soft for about a foot the driller stopped and

circulated, bringing up cuttings of the Maury with a little black shale.

He probably cut about an inch into the black shale.

2.-inch cores

Core recovery and condition

Nominal 2-inch cores (cores of approximate 2-inch diameter) were taken

from five holes.
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Recovery of nominal 2-inch cores

Hole Cored Recovered Recovery
(feet) (feet) (percent)

LO-101 7.5 5.5 73.3
LC-102 32.8 30.7 93.6
LC-103 30.6 28.1 91.7
LC-104 35.7 20.5 57.4
LC-108B _1515. _,7 24,_0_

Totals 122.1 88.5 72.6

Cores from LC-104 and LC1-08B were too badly weathered and broken to

be of any value. Fair cores were obtained from the other three holes.

However, chipping of the black parts of the shale led to a number of water

blocks and to some grinding of core. This chipping may have been due in

part to the high teeth of the bits, which permitted particles of shale or

other material to lodge between them. The numerous joints in the shale

accentuated the tendency to chip.

Most black parts of the Chattanooga tend to split along bedding planes.

For this reason few pieces more than 4 inches long were recovered, and

much of the core was in disks about half an inch thick. As a rule the

Maury, the Top Black shale (except the thin-bedded top foot or so) and

the Middle Gray siltstone gave solid cores. The other units were likely

to be in disks or otherwise broken, although the key beds and principal

divisions of the formation could be identified. The cores were thus

satisfactory for purposes of analysis, but less so for stratigraphic study.

The 2 1/8-inch cores were noticeably better in every respect than the

1 7/8-inch size.
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Drilling speed

Average footage per shift was 11.1 feet. However, because of delays

due to various causes this overall figure has little meaning, and the best

estimate can be obtained from hole LC-102 where conditions were better than

average. The coring zone in this hole was 140.8 to 173.6 feet, the 32.8

feet being cored in two shifts. This is equivalent to about 2 feet per

hour, and includes time spent in pulling rods and going into the hole (3-

foot runs were used on LC-102, necessitating many pulls). The actual cut-

ting speed was about 3 feet per hour, or a foot in 20 minutes.

The Top Black shale was the hardest unit, requiring from 30 minutes

to an hour to cut one foot. The Middle Gray siltstone cored considerably

faster than any of the Upper Black units. Surprisingly, the Lower Black

shale, visually almost identical with the higher black beds, drilled much

faster than any of them and in some holes even faster than the Middle Gray.

Bit footage

No useful footage figures for the Garbaloy core bits can be given be-

cause nearly all were damaged by foreign material in the holes. It is

probable, however, given a clean hole, that one of these bits could cut

the average 30-foot thickness of the Chattanooga without serious wear.

3-inch cores

Recovery and condition of cores

Nominal 3-inch cores were taken from five holes.
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Recovery of nominal 3.inch cores

Hole Cored Recovered Recove
(feet) (feet) percentt

LC-108 8.9 8.1 91.0
LC-108A 8.8 7.8 88.6
LC-108AA 8.5 7.8 94.0
LO-105A 30.7 30.7 100.0
LC-113A .25024.8 979

Totals 82.2 79.2 96,4

The LC-108 series were shallow holes drilled to compare 3-inch with

2-inch cores taken under similar conditions, Although the large cores were

badly weathered, they could be correlated readily and sample intervals

selected. The 2-inch core (from LC-108B), on the other hand, was of no

value whatever.

Most of the core from LC-105A came out as solid pieces from 6 inches to

1 foot or more in length, and while some was in the form of disks, they

could be easily fitted together. No grinding occurred and recovery was

100 percent. The improvement over the 2-inch cores may be attributed to

the following circumstances: (1) the upper parts of the hole were clean,

thanks to deep casing; (2) the low bit teeth cut a smooth channel which

minimized chipping; and, probably most important, (3) the larger size of

the cores (about 2 1/4 times the volume of the 2-inch size) eliminated

much of the splitting along bedding planes. In small cores water pressure

separated the beds and displaced them somewhat; in larger sizes the washing

action did not extend entirely through the rock and only in weak beds was

there complete separation.
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At hole LC-113A, 3.5 feet of the upper shaly Fort Payne were cored

with 3.3 feet recovery. In the Chattanooga, 21.5 of a total of 21.8 feet

were recovered, the loss being in a brecciated zone at the base. The en-

tire core from LC-113A was badly jointed and hence was not as solid as

that from LC-105A. The Lower Black was much broken, with many slicken-

sides indicating faulting.

Drilling speed

As the 3-inch coring was not hindered by bit or other trouble, the

10.25-foot average per shift is hardly comparable with the 11.1-foot aver-

age for 2-inch cores. Actually it took about 30 minutes, on the average,

to cut 1 foot, as compared with 20 minutes for the smaller cores.

Bit footage

The hard-faced cutter head teeth were retipped as often as necessary

and could be used almost indefinitely. No footage figures can therefore

be given.

COSTS

Detailed cost figures for the oil-shale drilling are given in the

accompanying table. Hole LC-105, lost by the contractor, is omitted.

Hole LC-100, abandoned by the Government, is grouped with hole L-101,

lost by the contractor, the footage figures being those of LC-101, the

costs those of LC-100.

Although both the amount of cementing allowed and the waiting time

were kept as low as was consistent with good drilling practice, cementing
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Drilling costs, Eastern Oil Shale

Hole Footage _osts Cost per foot

Rock Cored Total Rock- Coring ement ng Waiting Dril3ng CaSing Total Drilled Cored
bit bittin time cement

contra<

124.5

140.8
139.4
57.7
21.5
28.2

30.5
23.0

7.5

32.8
30.6
31.8
8.9
6.3
8.3

15.5

132.0

173.6
170.0
89.5
30.4
34.5
38.8
38.5

$76.25

178.24
176.07
49.44
16.13
20.65
22.87
17.-25

*

$123.00
114.75

*

33.37
23.63
21.13

*

$90.00

85.00
75.00
90.00
15.00

7.50

$330.00

80.00
220.00
65.00

100.00

30.001

$15.00

15.00
45.00
75.00
3.75

$511.25

481.24
630.82
279.44
168.25
44.28
54.00
58.50

$3.87

2.7?
3.71
3.12
5.53
1.28
1.39
152

$68*17

14.67
20.61
9.35
18.90
7.03
6.51
3.77

original

LC-100
LO-101
LC-102
LC.103
LC-104
LC-108
LC-108A
LC-108A
LC-1083

Totals

Revised

LC-105A
LC-113
LC-113A

Totals

1,086.9 197.71j,284.6 1,453.6L, 871.79 1,667.50 4,385.00 1,053.75 31.5019,463.18 7.57

O

H

o~

47.87

* No payment for coring, 90 percent recovery not obtained.

565.6 141.7 707.3 556.90 325.88 362.50 825.00 157.50 2,227.78 3.15 15.72

L contract

136.6 30.7 167.3 222.0 299.33 300.00 150.00 165.00 $20.30 1,156.67 6.91 87.67
25.0 25.0 28.75 240.00 610.00 142.50 1,021.25 40.85

_ . 25.3 385.0 645.95 246.5 8 _26500228000_0._88 11.20. 13.14 2..2.1.

521.3 56.0 577.3 896.7 545.91 1,305.00 3,560.00 896.2 31.50 7,235.40 12.53 29.19

0

n-

Grand
total

_____ I___' .I SI 4 I& &

L 
3

3.71
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items account for 75.7 percent of the total cost, This situation reflects

the abnormal price structure of the contract, and makes it difficult to

estimate the normal costs of drilling in the eastern oil shale area. There

can be little question that the drilling company lost money on the con-

tract; but lack of information as to their costs makes it impossible to even

guess at the amount. Enough data are available, however, to permit a

rough estimate of costs under normal conditions. It is emphasized that the

figures given below apply to 1948, and do not take into account increases

in labor and material costs since that date.

In August 1948, the contractor quoted a price of $15.00 per foot to

an oil company for drilling in the oil-shale area. This bid reflects his

too-high costs and is probably out of line. Of more value is a statement

he made in 1946, that one of his National drills, operating one shift,

could break even if it took in $100.00 per day or a little more than $2,000.00

per month. This was a period when all costs were lower than in 1948, and

on a job where bit costs were negligible, At 1948 prices it is not un-

reasonable to assume that, apart from rock-bit costs, it would take at

least $3,000.00 a month to operate the drill on a two-shift basis. Of

this, between $1,000.00 and $1,200.00 was direct labor cost, based on the

known wages of drillers and helpers.

Considering the type of drilling, it is hard to believe that a

National rig,. operating in the oil-shale area, could drill more than 600

feet per month under good conditions. On this assumption a cost of $5.00

per foot is reached, without taking into consideration rock-bit costs.
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Rock-bit cost estimates

The table on page 14 gives the number of bits used and the number of

bit runs. The new 7 1/2-inch bits were listed at $110.00, the 4 7/8-inch

size at $90.00. Retipping was done on a time basis and charges therefore

were not uniform, but the drill foreman estimated that the cost of retipping

7 1/2-inch bits was about $15.00, of smaller sizes about $12.00.

The cost of the second-hand bits used on all holes except LC-113 and

LC-113A is hard to determine. Those at hole LC-105A, which were in good

condition, probably cost about $75.00 each. The 4 1/8-inch bits used on

earlier holes, which are listed new at $80.00, are estimated from a number

of sources to have cost about $50.00 each. Retipping charges averaged

about $12.00.

In estimating costs, the NTotal bit costs is obtained by adding the

original cost of the bits to that of the retippings. Thus, in line 1 of

the table below, the cost of the six bits is assumed to be $50.00 each,

or a total of $300.00. Each bit was retipped twice (average) making 12 re-

tippings at a cost of $12.00 each, or a total of $144.00. Thus the total

cost would be $144.00. The figures, while approximate and based on in-

complete information, are considered close enough to the true costs to

serve as a useful guide.
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Estimated bit costs

Rock condition Bit size Total Total bits Total bit Cost per
and hole umber _ feet cost foot

Bits Runs

Broken rock

100 - 105 6", 4 1/8" 418.9 6 18 $ )44.00 $1.06
105AP-113A 7 1/2" 189.5 2 6 280.00 _.,_4

Totals 608.4 8 24 724.00 1.19

Solid rock

100-105 4 1/8" 263.0 16 68 1,424.00 5.41
105A 4 7/8" 74.3 5 15 495.00 6.66
113A 4 7/8" 327. . 1880.Q -,_22

Totals 65.0 . 31|6 ;.23 .9.0 _2

Grand totals 1,273.4 44 147 4,523.00 3.55

Core-bit cost estimates

The Carbaloy bits used in taking 2-inch cores cost $19.00 each and

under good conditions should cut 30 feet or more. The cutter heads with

which 3-inch cores were taken can be used for long periods but reqjiire fre-

quent retippings. Speaking generally, core-bit costs, as long as only the

Chattanooga is cored, could hardly exceed $1.00 per foot and might be less.

Assuming $1.00 for core-bit costs, and $3.55 for rock bits, the overall

bit cost for the oil-shale drilling would be $3.22 per foot.

On the basis of the figures given above, which are estimates rather

than actual costs, the cost of drilling with the same equipment, in the

same area drilled by the Eastern Oil Shale project, would have been in

1948, under good conditions, not less than $8.00 per foot and would probably

have been as ma.ch as $10.00. These figures should be of value in planning

any future work.
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The following information on diamond drilling costs was supplied in

1948 by a reliable diamond drilling company which asked that its name not

be used:

dA few years ago granite in the Charlotte, N. C. area was drilled

with 60 diamond coring bits. The bits were Sprague & Henwood, and the

quality diamonds used at today's prices were *5.90 per carat 5ote: these

are cheap diamondsJ. The average cost of the diamonds was $255.20, plus

a setting charge at todayts prices of $20.00, making a total of $275.20.

For several holes these bits averaged 9.04 feet per bit, at a cost of $9.55

per foot; this being figured by multiplying the average diamond loss by

the cost per carat and adding the setting charge, which was divided by

the total footage drilled. We have in the past bought 40 diamond coring

bits which cost approximately $192.00 0 30 carats per bit new. These 4"

bits drilled an average of 11.2 feet at a cost per foot of $3.06. . .

The type of rock drilled by the 4-inch bits at a cost of $3.06 per

foot is not given, and it is uncertain whether the 6-inch and 14-inch bits

refer to hole size or core size--probably the former, in which case the

4-inch bit would give an approximate 3-inch core.

CONCLUSIONS AND BC0?O1l)ATIONS

Contract provisions

As a result of the experience gained on this drilling project it is

now known that the provisions of Contract I-Gs-8985 had several important

imperfections: (1) some of the prices on the various increments of work

were not consistent-with actual costs; (2) the contractor was given too

much leeway as to the methods of drilling the overburden above the Chat-
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tanooga shale; (3) responsibility for lost holes was not clearly defined;

and (4) no penalty clause was included. The first item has been discussed

in a previous section of this report. As to the second item, the contract

provided that the contractor could drill to the shale horizon in any manner

he saw fit, He chose rock-bitting, and interpreted the item to mean that

he was the sole judge of all details connected with the overburden drilling,

such as size of hole, depth of casing, etc., despite other sections of

the contract which gave the final authority in such matters to the Govern-

ment engineer. In any future contracts, this difficulty can be avoided by

making the authority of the Government engineer over such details as these

unmistakably clear. The third and fourth items should also be clarified

in future contracts.. It should be recognized that while most drilling

jobs can be done satisfactorily under a "loose" contract, exceptional

cases such as the oil-shale drilling show that airtight provisions in

the contract are advisable, whether or not it is ever necessary to use

all the powers granted the Government.

Other suggested changes in the contract provisions follow:

(1) In oil-shale territory at least, the change in drilling prices

at 50 feet is highly artificial. It would be better to put thebreak at

the base of the weathered zone. This should be determined by the Govern-

ment engineer (it is normally 60 to 80 feet), and should also be the depth

to which casing is set. In the weathered zone drilling with fishtail or

rock bits, as the formations demand, should be specified, and the drilling

should be done with heavy mud, the cost of which needs to be included in

the price per foot for drilling in this zone.

(2) Under certain circumstances the use of drilling mud in solid rock

is advisable, and a small addition to the price per foot might well be
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allowed when it is used by direction of the Government. Under contract

I-Gs-8985 there was no way to pay for this type of drilling except by con-

sidering the mud as cement.

(3) A price per foot for reaming should be included in the bid. Little

reaming will probably be done, but it should be provided for in case it

becomes necessary.

(4) The price for setting casing should be separate from drilling

prices, as it was in the revised but not in the original contract.

Location of holes

Roadside drill sites should be avoided when possible. Seldom is there

room for both drill and water truck, and on most roads wide enough for

drilling, power and telephone lines are a hazard. Motor traffic and the

constant presence of visitors are also dangerous. Although on occasion

it may be impossible to avoid roadside locations, they should be kept to

a minimum.

Holes in the black-shale area should be kept on high ground whenever

possible. Circulation troubles are usually serious in valleys, less so

on the plateau. Hole LC-113A is a good example of what can happen when a

hole is unavoidably started in a stream valley.

Cassn

Every hole in the black shale area should be cased to solid rock,

usually from 60 to 80 feet below the surface. If the top caves so badly

that a long string of casing cannot be set, large casing should be set deep

enough to stop top caving, and smaller casing carried down to solid rock.
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Methods of drilling overburden

Most of the hard-rock drilling in the oil-shale area was in the basal

part of the Fort Payne chert, one of the hardest of sedimentary formations.

This will be the case in ar future drilling, wherever the top of the Chat-

tanooga is within about 150 feet of the surface. In deeper holes down-dip

the 60 to 80 feet of this unit may be expected to be underlain and overlain

by softer rocks; and north of an east-west line passing through the vicinity

of Gainsboro, Jackson County, Tenn., the Fort Payne grades 1 atezally into

a shaly facies that contains only a few beds of cherty limestone. Drill-

ing north of this line should be considerably easier than that to the

south.

Because of the slowness and high cost of rock-bitting very hard forma-

tions, it is recommended, that if additional drilling is done in the

oil-shale area, the entire overburden below the cased weathered zone be

cored with diamond bits. This method will probably cost no more than

rock-bitting and will provide much useful information that cannot be ob-

tained from rock-bit cuttings. It is also recommended that study should

be made of different types of drills before additional contracts are let.

The National rig is something of a hybrid and, while satisfactory in some

respects, is lacking in other desired characteristics.

Size of cores

The 3-inch cores of the shale are much more satisfactory than the 2-

inch. As splitting along bedding planes is largely elirminated, and as the

ever-present joints give considerably less trouble, the cores are more

nearly solid and can be studied more satisfactorily. Under certain con-
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ditions, however, it will be impossible or inadvisable to take 3-inch cores,

and methods of obtaining best recovery in the "nominal 2-inch 1 size should

be investigated, the NI (2 1/8") core being strongly recommended over the

N (2-inch) core.

The Bureau of Mines cored the Chattanooga in northeast Alabama in

1947, using NI diamond bits. The shale there is about 20 feet thick and

only the black units are represented. In every hole the core was somewhat

broken and the recovery was less than the 90 percent specified in the Tennes-

see work. However, as the object of the drilling was cores of the underlying

Red Mountain formation, no particular effort was made to obtain high re-

covery of the Chattanooga.

Part of the Alabama drilling was done with a standard diamond drill

and part with a Failing seismograph drill which is much like the National.

The Failing was equipped with a separate pump transmission for better con-

trol of water pressure. Such a transmission was ordered for the National

drill but was not installed until after all the 2-inch cores had been

taken. Unquestionably some of the splitting of the cores was due to too

much water, which was unavoidable when the pressure was controlled directly

by the drilling speed. Had diamond bits, which are run fast, been used

instead of hard-faced bits, which are run more slowly, the condition would

have been worse, On the whole, it is probable that if (1) the hole is kept

clean by casing to solid rock and cementing below if necessary, and (2) a

drill capable of being operated on low water pressure is used, satisfactory

NI cores of the Chattanooga can be obtained with diamond bits. It is

doubtful if these cores, however, will be as good as the 3-inch because of

the splitting and breaking tendencies inherent in the shale.
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